
GUIDE TO VIEWING CREATIVE WORK

Project Title: kid MEME™ jams!

Category: Work-in-Progress (interactive application in collaboration with other academic units)

On the DVD: Nothing—this is an interactive work that ‘lives’ exclusively on the Internet.

Online: http://kidmeme.com

Description: kid MEME™ jams! (KMJ)(2012) is a prototype for a tablet-based videojam application 
for kids. Based on meme™ Jr. (2010), a similar project I created with the assistance of my Advanced 
Interactive Multimedia class, kid MEME™ jams!  will make it possible for kids to mix images, 
animations, sounds, texts, and live video into free-form jams. 

(Note: Project is in Adobe Flash, so it is not viewable on an iPad or the iPhone. Other tablets or 
smartphones supporting Flash may be used, but have not been tested with this project. For general web 
viewing, Firefox Browser with Flash Plug-in is recommended). 

Background: Live digital media performance (also called video jamming or VJ-ing) is a new, global, 
cultural phenomenon. It is an art form currently below the cultural radar, yet we see it in very 
conspicuous places, as backdrops to live music concerts and televised events. kid MEME™ jams! 
opens this world of creativity and digital media exploration to young people, by creating a laboratory 
environment for experimentation, within a structured sequence of learning experiences.

kid MEME™ jams! challenges students to create visual art, animation, music, and narrative while 
developing their skills in performance and collaboration. kid MEME™ jams! is an application (‘app’) that 

http://kidmeme.com

http://kidmeme.com
http://memejr.badmindtime.com
http://kidmeme.com


will run on a tablet computer, and will allow kids to upload their own material— both visual and sonic 
media —and play it in their classroom lab, or to even present it as a live performance.

kid MEME™ jams!  is a project intended to help young people explore the possibilities of interactive 
digital media through live performance. It will include a curriculum for middle school students to 
guide them in discovering the interplay of sound, images, and words. Using the multitouch surface 
of the tablet, kids will be able to mix their jams, including live video, and live music using traditional 
instruments, voice, or other electronic devices. kid MEME™ jams! allows young kids, approximately age 
8 - 12, to begin to explore both the technical and the aesthetic possibilities of this new form, and learn 
valuable lessons in science, engineering, math, technology, and art along the way. By creating a lab 
environment for experimentation, kid MEME™ jams!  is what a true interdisciplinary, Multimedia class 
will look like in the 21st century! (and the term may be ‘Intermedia’, or ‘Digital Media’, or another)

Prototype Considerations
The project is in prototype stage, which means it has much less content, variety, and functionality than 
its final version. For instance, there are only two interactive puppets, instead of, say, a dozen or so. 
Additionally, when you press a button to load a background animation or other visual elements, you 
are selecting among five to eight visual elements instead of a much bigger selection, maybe 30 to 50, 
when the project is completed. Some elements (such as the Silly Sentence Maker) are represented by a 
single structure, although there could be several dozen (sentence) structures to choose from. Some of the 
Xtracool Animations were borrowed from BAD MIND TIME™, and are more fully realized on that site, 
and since a prototype is a stepping-stone to the tablet app, they weren’t all finished to the same degree, 
and left as placeholders (ElectroShock Guy just screams instead of saying about a dozen other things in the 
original). Other applications such as Project Noir and Image Loader are simply described and represented 
by a non-working placeholder drop-down text box.

Additional design and programming nuances will appear in the final tablet version. More animated buttons 
will be built, instead of the placeholder rotating circles and animated hash marks. Most annoyingly for the 
programmer-part of me, the load/unload buttons will be replaced by a single toggle button that alternates 
between load and unload. There simply was not enough time to include more features, especially in the 
‘Special Functions’ area: they would take a lot of time to program, and then they’d need to be completely 
redone anyway in the final app, which will be in a totally different programming environment

Also, the prototype is created for web browsers, not multitouch-tablets, so there are other gestures and 
interactivity that have not yet been incorporated into the prototype. The prototype is intended to simply 
suggest what might be possible when the work is converted to a tablet environment (first, for Android, 
and later, iPad).  The process of conversion to tablet-computing environments is the subject of a 
grant application to the National Science Foundation, specifically in its STEM + A program (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, plus Art).

Get more information on KMJ by clicking on the pink tab, written for the target audience of 8-12 year-olds.

http://badmindtime.nfshost.com/trigger.html


VISUALS:  Click on the green dot for images, animations, video, and other visual elements:

Clicking on one tab opens that tab, and closes any tab that might be open, except for the PANIC 
BUTTON, which will close all the tabs and unload everything. You’ll get suggestions on what to do from 
the ‘PROMPZ’, that slide in on the lower-right corner of the screen. You can always turn off the prompz 
in each tab by clicking on the ‘PROMPZ OFF’ button if you find them annoying.

First, add an animated visual background by clicking on the ‘LOAD’ button under BACKGROUND 
(ENVIRONMENTS). All visual elements are loaded by clicking on the larger icon immediately under 
their description. You unload that element by clicking on the smaller ‘UNLOAD’ button under the 
LOAD button. If you have several layers of material, you can unload them all within a tab by clicking on 
‘UNLOAD ALL’ on the upper-right corner of the tab. If you have multiple layers of visuals, animations, 
text, and sound loaded and want to unload EVERYTHING, click on the red PANIC BUTTON (!) Tab.

Viewing Instructions
Videojams are, generally, not based in narrative or sequence, and they may or may not have thematic 
notions woven in them. They may seem, to the uninitiated, to be random flows of images accompanying 
live music, spoken text, theatrical performance or dance. In many cases, this is true, but my personal 
approach to the videojam form is to instill it with an abstract, objective (i.e., time) structure upon which 
layers of visuals, sonics, and texts can be draped. Perhaps the best approach to see how kid MEME™ 
jams! works is to build your own jam, layer by layer. 

The top row of TABS is your main control center. They are, from left to right:

INFO VISUALS MUSIC/ 
SOUND

TEXT XTRAKOOL 
ANIMATIONS

SPECIAL 
FEATURES

SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS

PANIC 
BUTTON

Panic Button Prompz

Three Typical Animated Backgrounds



Add a foreground animation by clicking on any of the ‘Things in Front of Everything’ buttons: 

MUSIC/SOUND/NOISE: Now, click on the Music/Sound tab (blue). This will give you the opportunity 
to mix sonic elements into your jam. Like visual media, sound media can be appreciated as background 
(ambient, slowly-changing), middleground (rhythmic or patterned activity; predicatbly changing), or 
foreground (unpredictably changing, thus grabbing our attention).  

Simply click on the ‘play’ buttons on each texture ( the ‘>’ icon) to start the process. Click the ‘select’ 
button to move to another sound selection, and click on ‘stop’ to turn off a sound texture.  You can 
change the volume with the ‘Levels’ slider, and the stereo placement of a sound with the ‘left/right’ 
slider.  You can even create a stuttering repetition of a sound segment (similar to a DJ playing the same 
sample multiple times in succession) by clicking on the timeline under a particular sound texture while 
the sample is playing. Sorry, you can’t really ‘scratch’ the samples in this version!

When you click ‘play’ you should see red, blue, and green progress bars as the music samples load. If any 
or all the players are flashing, haven’t loaded, or seem to be stuck, this is a KNOWN BUG: just restart KMJ.

Click on the ‘Film Yourself and Friends’ button to activate the video camera attached to your workstation.

You might notice that as you add more and 
more animations, things start to slow down. 
This is one reason for moving the app to 
the tablet computing environments: Flash 
animations are often very processor-intensive. 
If your computer is very recent and fast, you 
can probably load a background animation, the 
video background, and a foreground animation 
without much impact on your performance. If 
you have an older machine, loading multiple 
layers will slow everything to a crawl. Even 
some of the more complex visuals (especially 
‘PATTERNS + GEOMETRY’) will do this, so the 
best approach is to load and unload visuals to 
see what your hardware can handle.Film Yourself and Friends!



TEXT—WORDS, LINES, STORIES: Finally, add foreground text to your jam. Click on the yellow, text tab. 
The first and last buttons (‘Text Box’ and ‘Project Noir’) are not yet programmed in the prototype, so click 
on the remaining buttons (‘Nu-Words’ and ‘Silly-Sentence-Maker’) to create floating, new words (you 
make up your own definitions for them) and phrases to learn parts of speech. 

In this prototype, there’s just one simple sentence structure, in the final app there could be dozens. To 
edit the words, click on the orange ‘EDIT’ button.

Nu-Words and Silly-Sentence-Maker.
Click on the orange ‘EDIT’ button . . .

. . .  to change any of the words 
in Silly-Sentence-Maker.

OK, you’re done—now you’ve made your first videojam! This could be projected behind, for instance, a  
spoken-word or theatrical performance or dance, or even a musical performance (although most styles 
of music would likely dictate that you should turn off your music/sound/noise jam!).

XTRACOOL ANIMATIONS: You can add several pre-built animations to the jam by clicking on the 
purple tab. These animations come from previous versions of BAD MIND TIME™, and more fully 
realized versions of them can be found there [ http://badmindtime.nfshost.com/trigger.html ]

http://badmindtime.nfshost.com/trigger.html


Xtracool Animations:

1.                                                                   2.                                                                  3. 

                                                                       4.                                                                  5. 

                                                                                                                                            6.

1. Electroshock Guy™, 2. Robot 
Cat Dances™, 3. Blob Sez™ (single 
animation; there will be several, and 
they’ll be more suited to a younger 
audience) 4. Wack Opera™ (final 
animations will actually sing, like on 
BAD MIND TIME™, 5. Sayings of the 
Ded™. 

SPECIAL FEATURES: These are additional interactive animations and 
videos that will load on top of everything else in KMJ. Of special 
note are the Interactive Puppets (6. right), Girl-reporter Isis, and 
friendly blue alien teddy-bear Disco. In the prototype, pressing any 
keyboard keys will activate them both; in the final version, each will 
be controlled separately (puppets designed by Mark Conrad and Kim Cadogan).

The purpose of the interactive puppets is to give kids characters to 
which they can add their own voice (literally), as they can use the 

puppets to create their own digital theatre show. This feature will ultimately incorporate the built-in 
microphone in most tablets and allow kids’ voices to be mixed in with the music track.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS: At this point in the final tablet-based version, kids would be able to save all their 
settings (which animations and backgrounds, texts they’ve changed, the music playlist, etc.) and return 
to them later, as an editable ‘jam’. Also, they will be able to ‘export’ the jam as a simple movie file they 
can upload to YouTube or share with their friends.

Final Thoughts
Videojams are a new artform, and a gateway to learning 
about aspects of digital media through the incorporation of 
mathematics, programming, design, physics (of sound and 
light), audible and visible text,  and engineering. 

The educational value of a collaborative learning environment 
represented by kid MEME™ jams! is immediately clear to 
kids in the target audience and to their (art) teachers. It’s even 
becoming more clear to those in science, education, and the 
political arena, as one approach to maintain a competitive 
edge through innovation, that truly integrates art, technology, 
and science in a fun approach to education!Screenshot of KMJ Image


